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Best of Both Worlds 
 
The IPedge is a welcome addition to Toshiba’s product line. The IPedge does not replace Strata CIX, but 
added to it to give customers a choice of the type of system that best fits their needs. Whether an 
organization needs a pure IP, server-based voice communication system, or a converged IP voice 
communication system that also accommodates the connection of digital telephones, Toshiba has the 
solution. 

 Toshiba IPedge systems are software-centric Unified Communications platforms designed for 
organizations who want to deploy on an all IP network infrastructure to realize the savings of 
managing a single network.  

 Toshiba Strata CIX systems provide excellent converged solutions for organizations who want a mix 
of IP, digital, and analog endpoint devices connected to their system along with IP telephony and 
unified communications applications.  

 
Toshiba Strata CIX and/or IPedge systems can also work together as networked systems, to dramatically 
expand capacity and improve integration between decentralized locations. 
 

Sales Strategy 
 
There are many differences between an IP communication system that is server-based and one that uses 
proprietary built-for-purpose hardware. The architectural differences show up in the way the system 
interfaces to the public network (digital and analog trunks) and external peripheral equipment (paging 
systems, door phones), how it stores music/message-on-hold files, etc.  
 
With this in mind, it’s important to understand both the similarities and differences between the IPedge 
and Strata CIX systems. This will enable authorized Toshiba dealers to make the best recommendation 
for the end customer’s IP communication solution. 
 

Architectural Differences 
 
There are some architectural differences between the IPedge and Strata CIX systems. 

 IPedge has voicemail/unified messaging integrated in the call processing server platform. Voicemail/ 
unified messaging is implemented in Strata CIX using a card in the chassis or external server (MAS, 
MicroMAS, or Strata Messaging). 

 IPedge EC and EM have the Meeting application integrated in the call processing server platform. 
The Meeting application is implemented in IPedge EP and Strata CIX with an external dedicated 
server connected to the system. 

 IPedge has the Call Manager/Net Server application integrated in the call processing server platform. 
The Call Manager is implemented in Strata CIX  with a MAS/MicroMAS or network server. 

 IPedge has the Enterprise Manager administration application integrated in the call processing server 
platform, using only a Web browser to access. The Network eManager administration application is 
implemented in Strata CIX by installing Network eManager software on your PC, or by adding a 
MAS/MicroMAS or network server to support browser access to the Network eManager application. 

 IPedge only uses one IP address and uses NAT traversal to negotiate network connection. Strata CIX 
uses an IP address for every MIPU interface in the system.  

 IPedge uses a hard drive to store operating software, programming, and customer data. Strata CIX 
uses solid-state memory media to store operating software, programming, and customer data. IPedge 
uses RAID to provide hard drive backup/reliability that is not needed on Strata CIX. 
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 IPedge uses native support for IP endpoints, SIP trunks, and IP networking with no gateways or 
addition equipment required. Strata CIX uses MIPU interfaces to connect endpoints, SIP trunks, and 
IP networking channels. 

 IPedge occupies 1U rack space per server. Strata CIX200 occupies 2U rack space per cabinet. 
Strata CIX670/1200 occupies 6U rack space per cabinet. Strata CIX40 and CIX100 are wall mount. 

 IPedge supports IP telephones (natively) and analog telephones (using gateways). Strata CIX 
supports IP, analog, and digital telephones via interface cards installed in the cabinet. 

 IPedge supports message/music-on-hold via wav files stored on the hard drive instead of connection 
of external music sources. Strata CIX supports message/music-on-hold connected to external analog 
sources. 

 IPedge supports external paging through third-party equipment connected to either SIP trunks or SIP 
stations and paging relays are supported by some devices. IPedge also requires Media Server 
resources to support paging. Strata CIX uses interface cards that provide analog outputs and relays 
for external paging. 

 IPedge supports Door Unlock Control through third-party gateways and some accept dialed digits by 
RFC2833 to lock/unlock doors. Strata CIX uses interface cards that provide relays and door phone 
and door unlock connections. 

 

Feature Differences 
 
There are some feature differences between the IPedge and Strata CIX systems. 

 Strata CIX supports Night Ringing services using relays. IPedge, like all server-based systems, has 
no relays for this function. 

 Strata CIX supports the DISA feature resident in system call processing software. IPedge uses the 
Messaging application to enable a similar capability. 

 Strata CIX supports individual CO line button appearance dedicated to a trunk, as well as group CO 
line appearance. IPedge does not support individual CO line button appearance, but supports group 
CO button and can be used to provide equivalent function. Similarly, IPedge does not support 
individual Private CO Lines, but Group CO lines are supported to provide similar function. 

 IPedge supports a Flash button or flash flexible timing when provided by third-party devices that 
support these functions (SIP-based systems do not support Flash function through SIP). Strata CIX 
systems support the Flash feature resident in system call processing software. 

 Strata CIX uses FeatureFlex for feature customization. IPedge does not use FeatureFlex, but the 
Messaging application has a scripting tool that can duplicate some of these functions including 
simultaneous ringing, one-number access find-me follow-me, callback while listening to voicemail 
message, and IVR applications. 

 IPedge supports Off-Hook Call Announce (OCA) through IP telephone speaker. Strata CIX supports 
OCA through IP telephone speaker and through IP telephone handset.  

 IPedge Net networking is supported via IP. Strata Net networking is supported via IP or PRI. 

 Strata CIX supports InnService hotel application server connection. This functionality has not yet 
been implemented in IPedge.  

 IPedge is peer to peer for all audio so there is no place for a Digital PAD type function to exist to 
boost volume to compensate for volume loss on calls over the PSTN. Audio level adjustments must 
be made in the gateways and endpoint devices where audio is converted from analog to digital. 

 IPedge supports the attendant console Through Dialing feature to IP telephones. Strata CIX supports 
the attendant console Through Dialing feature to IP, digital, and analog telephones. IPedge does not 
support Through Dialing initiated by the Attendant Console for a toll restricted station like the Strata 
CIX does, because IPedge cannot dial additional digits after terminating FXO gateway (after IPedge 
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sends SIP INVITE to the FXO gateway), but the attendant can dial the call and then transfer the call 
to the station. 

 IPedge unified messaging will support fax integration in Release 1.1 software available later this year. 
Strata CIX unified messaging supports fax integration. 

 

Similarities 
 
There are also some similarities between the IPedge and Strata CIX systems. 

 Both IPedge and Strata CIX systems support same 5000-series IP telephones. 

 Both IPedge and Strata CIX systems support a similar telephony feature set (with a few exceptions) 
and most features work the same. 

 IPedge Net functions the same as Strata Net for multi-system networking, and IPedge and Strata CIX 
systems can reside in the same multi-system network with the same level of feature transparency and 
use the same uniform numbering plan and cross-node extension dialing. 

 Both IPedge and Strata CIX systems use a MAS/MicroMAS to support contact center applications. 
 

Voicemail/Unified Messaging 
 
IPedge systems use the Messaging application for auto attendant, voicemail and unified messaging. 
Messaging in the IPedge has the same functionality as Strata Messaging used with Strata CIX systems. 
However, for those not familiar with either IPedge Messaging or Strata Messaging, the user interface, 
feature content and feature operation is slightly different from the Stratagy-based voicemail systems used 
by Strata CIX systems.  
  
Messaging is a different product from our Stratagy Enterprise Server (ES) unified messaging solution, but 
with very similar features and functionality. And though some features have the same names and 
designations as those used in Stratagy ES and most other voice mail systems on the market, many 
Messaging features have different names with unique functionality.    
 
This section provides important comparison information between Messaging and Stratagy ES software 
that enables Toshiba dealer sales and technical teams to understand these differences. Some Stratagy 
ES basic features are the same as those found in the LVMU1A and GVPH products, so the following 
matrix can also be used, to a lesser degree, for comparisons of those products and Messaging.  
 
The following table is categorized by the various components of a voice messaging system, e.g. voice 
mail, auto attendant, mailboxes, etc.  Within these categorizations are listed Stratagy ES features and 
their corresponding Messaging features.   
 
IPedge unified messaging will support fax integration in Release 1.1 software available later this year. 
Stratagy ES unified messaging supports fax integration.   
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Topic Stratagy ES Messaging 
Automated 
Attendant - 
Overview 

Automated attendant (AA) behavior is 
defined by mailbox 990, which is 
programmed to answer incoming calls 
on specified ports. The programming in 
this mailbox defines which Main and 
Instructional greeting to play and how 
calls are subsequently handled, i.e. 
timeouts.  

Automated attendant uses the 
Department definition to configure 
how voice ports will be answered, 
including which greetings to play and 
how calls are subsequently handled, 
i.e. timeouts, operator transfers. The 
greetings for the Department are 
prompt files, and are recorded via the 
System Administrator mailbox 100. 
See the chapter on Voice Prompts in 
the Installation manual for details.

Automated 
Attendant - 
Programming 

Uses the Answer Method screen to 
define the AA mailboxes and Telephone 
System integration.   

Messaging uses PBX/Port Definition 
page to assign the PBX extension, 
Department definition, and PBX type 
(similar to Telephone System 
integration). 

Automated 
Attendant - 
Programming 

Stratagy ES uses the Voice Ports 
screens to assign the Answer Method 
and PBX extensions for specified ports

Messaging does not require this step. 

Automated 
Attendant – Done 
Chain 

Uses the Done Chain of the AA 
mailboxes to define where to send 
callers who do not enter extension 
numbers or other DTMF commands 
after AA greetings have completed 
playback. 

Uses the No Response Mailbox 
setting in the Department Properties 
page to define where to send callers 
who do not enter extension numbers 
or other DTMF commands after AA 
greetings have completed playback.   
Calls directed to mailboxes use the 
destination defined in the Continue 
field of the mailbox’s Class of Service 
page.

Automated 
Attendant - Single 
Digit Menus 

Uses the Menus page of the AA 
mailboxes to define the specific menu 
options that will be offered to callers. 

Uses the Auto Attendant Conversion 
Table located at the bottom of the 
Department’s Properties page to 
define the specific menu options that 
will be offered to callers. 

Automated 
Attendant - 
Greetings 

Uses one of the 7 greetings available in 
the AA mailbox (i.e. 990) assigned to 
answer the port. There are two greeting 
options in this mailbox, Main and 
Instructional. The main greeting plays 
first and typically provides the welcome, 
i.e. “Thank you for calling….” The 
instructional greeting plays second and 
provides the directions on how to 
navigate the system. The instructional 
greeting of the AA mailbox also will play 
if a caller completes the interaction with 
a mailbox. 

Uses designated prompt files instead 
of mailbox greetings. These prompt 
files have special designating file 
names, depending on where they are 
to be used. These audio files can be 
re-recorded, but their prompt file 
names must remain the same.  For 
example, prompt file name 111.ENG 
is the main greeting for Department 1, 
112.ENG is the main greeting for 
Department 2, if a second Department 
is programmed. See the chapter on 
Auto Attendant in the Installation 
manual for more details. 
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Topic Stratagy ES Messaging 
Automated 
Attendant – 
Holiday Greetings 

Uses the Holiday table to define all of 
the holidays of a given year.  Holidays 
can be flagged as those that reoccur on 
the same day, i.e. Christmas.  Once 
set, the chosen greeting Auto Schedule 
record will be active on that particular 
day and every year thereafter. 

Has a Holiday table to assign custom 
greetings to specific holidays. Uses 
the Schedule table for the Department 
to configure how the system will 
handle the call on the given holiday. 
In release 10.5.3.8, a Time Table can 
be programmed to repeat the same 
time and/or date range every year.

Mailbox – Done 
Chain 

Uses the Done Chain of the mailbox to 
define where to send callers who do not 
enter DTMF commands after the 
mailbox greeting has completed 
playback 

Uses the destination defined in the 
Continue field of the mailbox’s Class 
of Service page to send callers who 
do not enter DTMF commands after 
the mailbox greeting has completed 
playback

Mailbox – Do Not 
Disturb 

By enabling the Do Not Disturb setting 
in the Auto Attendant screen, calls for 
that mailbox are transferred directly to 
the mailbox greeting without first ringing 
the user’s phone. 

In software release 10.5.3.8 there are 
two options; 
 Mailbox without Personal Schedule 

change the Transfer Mode to No. 
 Mailbox with Personal Schedule, 

create a schedule without an entry 
in the Destination field. 

Mailbox – 
Message Pending 

If the Message Pending box is checked 
in the User Mode Options page for a 
mailbox, then messages that have been 
only partially listened to (two seconds or 
longer) are called Pending messages 
and remain in the New message folder 
but the Message Waiting LED is turned 
off. 

At this time, Messaging does not have 
a comparable functionality.   

Mailbox – Multiple 
Message Waiting 
Indications (MWI) 
LEDs) 

Each mailbox can have an unlimited 
number of message notifications. Each 
notification is independent of the others 
and can be configured to activate or 
deactivate MWI LEDs on different 
phones. 

Each mailbox can have up to two 
MWI LED notifications. These are 
defined using the MWI and MWI2 
parameters in the Mailbox Properties 
page. To have more than two MWI 
LEDs activated, the Cascading 
Messages feature using multiple 
mailboxes must be programmed.   

Mailbox – 
Message 
Notifications, e.g. 
pagers, email, 
PDAs. 

Each mailbox can have an unlimited 
number of message notifications. Each 
notification is independent of the others 
and can be configured to notify pagers, 
cell phones, PDAs, and email 
addresses. 

Each mailbox can have 7 possible 
discrete Personal Schedules. Each 
schedule can have up to 30 actions.  
Schedules are activated sequentially, 
and cannot overlap. 

Mailbox - 
Greetings 

SES has 7 possible greetings that can 
be recorded and selected for playback 
via the Telephone User Interface (TUI) 
for calls directed to a mailbox. 

Has 1 standard greeting and 1 
temporary greeting that can be 
selected for playback via the TUI for 
calls directed to a mailbox.  An 
additional 9 greetings can be set up, 
but must be used in conjunction with 
the mailbox’s Personal Schedule.
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Topic Stratagy ES Messaging 
Unified 
Messaging - 
Overview 

SES deploys three methods of UM. 
1. IP Standard – Wav/PDF file 

attachment. 
2. Outlook Integration – Uses custom 

Outlook client form to access 
voice/fax messages. 

3. StratagyView – Web browser based 
client to access voice/fax 
messages.  

Methods 2 and 3 use IMAP to 
synchronize with email server message 
store. 

Emails voice and fax messages as 
WAV and PDF file attachments along 
with a link for telephone playback.   
Uses IMAP to synchronize with email 
server message store. 

Fax – Hardware 
Overview 

Stratagy iES16 – Softfax built into the 
card. 
Stratagy ES48 or 96R2 – Uses Dialogic 
boards with softfax capability. 
MAS/MicroMAS – Requires Multitech 
Fax modem boards connected to 
analog ports on Strata CIX.

Strata Messaging uses AudioCodes 
SIP/FXO gateway connected to 
analog ports on the Strata CIX. 
IPedge Messaging will support fax 
integration using industry standard 
T.38 protocol in IPedge Release 1.1 
software available later this year.  

Fax – Fax tone 
detect and transfer 

All Stratagy ES systems have the ability 
to detect the CNG tone sent by calling 
fax machines. Depending on which 
mailbox is currently active on the call, 
Stratagy ES will use that mailbox’s 
Chain Fax parameter to identify the 
destination for the fax.     

Strata Messaging has the ability of 
detecting the CNG tone sent by 
calling fax machines. Depending on 
which mailbox is currently active, 
Messaging will use that mailbox’s Fax 
DID parameter to identify a DID 
number of a fax call being sent from 
the Strata CIX, and Fax Target 
parameter to identify the destination 
mailbox for the fax.  If left blank, it 
indicates the active mailbox as the 
destination. 
IPedge Messaging will support fax 
integration using industry standard 
T.38 protocol in IPedge Release 1.1 
software available later this year.  

Fax – Fax on 
Demand 

Using Token Programming, SES allows 
companies to set up fax on demand 
applications.  Callers enter digits to 
identify a particular document.  Callers 
can select whether they want the fax to 
begin immediately or have the SES 
generate another call to send the fax. 

Using Scripts, Strata Messaging 
allows companies to set up fax on 
demand applications. Callers enter 
digits to identify a particular 
document.  Messaging then 
generates a fax call to the identified 
fax device. 
 IPedge Messaging will support fax 
integration using industry standard 
T.38 protocol in IPedge Release 1.1 
software available later this year.  
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Fax – Automatic 
Fax Print 

SES uses a Notification Template 
called AUTOMATICFAX to command 
SES to automatically transmit any 
incoming fax message to a mailbox to a 
designated fax device. 

By selecting the Active box and 
identifying a network printer, 
Messaging will send any incoming fax 
message to that network printer. This 
feature also requires that the Auto 
Print Service be installed and running 
on a Windows machine on the local 
office network in order to facilitate the 
transmission of the faxed documents 
to the printer. 
IPedge Messaging will support fax 
integration using industry standard 
T.38 protocol in IPedge Release 1.1 
software available later this year.  

Applications - 
Tools 

SES deploys Token Programming to 
facilitate simple custom applications, 
e.g. IVR, for special routing of calls 
based upon caller input. Tokens are 
basically characters or groups of 
characters that correspond to actions 
taken by the system. For example a R 
() token tells the system to receive 
caller input and how to process it.

Messaging deploys Scripts that 
essentially command the system to 
take various actions, such as route 
calls according to input supplied by 
the caller. Scripts can also be used to 
route calls by caller ID, move a calling 
party to a different Department and 
much more. 

Applications – 
FeatureFlex 
comparison 

SES has Toshiba designed applications 
that provide features that interoperate 
between the SES and Strata CIX.  
Namely; 
 Personal Call Handler (PCH) 
 One number access (ONUM) 
 Return Call 
 Call Monitor 
 Simultaneous Ring 
 Security Code update 
 

Messaging deploys features that 
simulate a few of the FeatureFlex 
applications; 
 Follow Me – This standard feature 

has many of the same functions of 
PCH and ONUM. However PCH’s 
telephone feature button ability is 
not yet available with Follow Me.  
Also PCH intercepts calls, where 
Follow Me is triggered by either an 
auto attendant or forwarded call to 
the mailbox.  

 Return Call – Messaging offers a 
similar feature called Call Back that 
allows users to call back the phone 
number of the person that left the 
message. Users can elect to save, 
delete or keep as new the message 
prior to initiating the call back. This 
feature does not use a feature key 
of the phone. 

 Call Monitor – Not available. 
 Simultaneous Ring – Using the 

standard Follow Me feature, 
Messaging can simultaneously ring 
multiple telephones. 

 Security Code update – 
Messaging uses the Registry-
Security settings to define how 
often user passwords must be 
changed.
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Remote Access All Stratagy systems have remote 
access modems in order to make dial in 
connections for administration. Stratagy 
integrated board solutions, e.g. iES16, 
have soft modems that are activated by 
dialing the designated user ID. Third 
party software, e.g. PCAnywhere, 
Netmeeting, and Remote Desktop can 
be used with Windows NT or XP 
equipped systems in order to access 
the systems desktop. 

Messaging can be accessed directly 
or indirectly (IP port forwarding) via 
the internet.  Toshiba will soon be 
offering a USB modem to facilitate a 
dial up connection to the system.  
Messaging does not deploy a Linux 
desktop, so remote access is not 
possible. 

 
 


